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KOMPAN is the world leader 
in the playground industry

KOMPAN has been creating unique playgrounds for decades and has what is takes to create your next 

playground.

KOMPAN’s concept is based on three key elements:

•  Homo Ludens

•  Play Concept

•  Specialist Concept

Homo Ludens
The playing human being is a symbol of the KOMPAN philosophy: Every single human being is unique 

and valuable.

In this catalogue you will find a limited selection of the wide range of KOMPAN products, illustrating the 

 variety of equipment we can offer for play and sports areas for children and teenagers – and their parents. 

And there is more …

Please contact us for full information on all product lines or visit our website www.KOMPAN.com with technical drawings.



MOMENTS™
KOMPAN MOMENTS™ combines clear colours with soft and friendly shapes to make a 

simple statement: Have fun with me! 

Traditional activities such as climbing, sliding and swinging appeal to toddlers and 

 younger children. Obvious themes with strong identification invite role-play, spark 

 imagination and develop important fundamental skills. Colours are chosen to support 

spatial awareness and signal play to children. KOMPAN MOMENTS™ offers a choice of 

material to meet individual needs for strength and durability. 

More than 30 years of commitment to children’s play go into the making of KOMPAN 

 MOMENTS™.

Moments for life

Have fun  
with me!



Have fun  
with me!

Ziggy - M133

Crazy Hen - M101

Crazy Daisy - M128

Crazy Springboard - M199

Crazy Gander - M106 Crazy Scrambler - M130Crazy Horse - M120

Spring Seesaw - M141Zaggy - M134

Crazy Nellie - M123

Quartet Seesaw - M155

Aquarius - M163

Aladdins Cave - M326 Slide - M351

Fairy Castle - M623 Billy Goat Gruff - M620 Tick-tock - M631

Swing Set with side Elements - M948

Castle - M481

Double Shifter - MSP7030 Pirate - MS32Pointed Shifter- M7024Climby Shifter - M7021

Tug Boat - M7005Labyrinth - M632-04Mini Car - M531 Fire Engine - M535

Red House - M7000

Railway Carriage - M526

Steam Engine - M525Adventure House - M662-12Mermaids Fountain - M590

Rotating Table - M571-02 Sandworks - M582 Combination - MQ1005Combination - MQ1013
Play Structure (medium) 
- BASIC611 Combination - MQS3001

Combination - TR1002
Play Structure (large) 
- BASIC812 Combination - TR4003



Play concept

Play Value
Children learn about themselves 

through play and discover the world 

around them. Our products are 

designed to encourage open play 

that creates endless fantasies 

and develops the imagination. 

With our experience of designing 

along with the carefully chosen 

 materials, children are provided 

with challenges and countless play 

variations. This is true play value.

Play Rights
We believe that children have a right to 

play and that play should be taken seriously. 

It is healthy to play outdoors and all children 

should have the opportunity to do so. We work to 

increase awareness of the importance of play, in pursuit 

of one vital fundamental philosophy: Play is for life. 

Play Safety
Our unique playgrounds comply with the highest safety 

 standards. Our policy is to eliminate the dangers that children 

cannot foresee for themselves, although we do not completely 

cosset them. Learning to cope with risks in a controlled 

 environment helps children develop the skills they will need to 

successfully navigate the world beyond the playground.

Play Together
We believe that playgrounds have a function to encourage 

 children to meet and interact with other children. Playgrounds 

should enable them to play together and learn from one 

 another, or to play on their own without being alone. Our unique 

 playgrounds also allow children and grown-ups alike the 

 opportunity to play together. Children with disabilities are never 

overlooked; they too can have lots of fun in our playgrounds.



It’s all energy 

KOMPAN ELEMENTS™ is a world  
full of energy and magical spaces

ELEMENTS™
KOMPAN ELEMENTS™ is a world full of energy and magical 

spaces. With its curved body, it’s a retreat from the evident that 

stretches the imagination of children. 

Innovative use of materials, vivid colours, possibility for personal 

design, and a broad range of unique and traditional play activities 

add movement and new inspiration to your playground.

KOMPAN ELEMENTS™ is made of highly resilient and environ-

mentally safe materials for high durability and low maintenance. 

 Colours send a significant message and play an important role in 

the communication process between the child and the playground. 

KOMPAN has always taken the conceptual work with colours 

very seriously in order to assure that the colours will assist and 

inspire the child in transforming the play possibilities into real play 

 situations.

The KOMPAN ELEMENTS™ colour concept is built on the  

 principles of clarity and contrast in order to establish a high  

level of visual contact between the preschool child and the  

KOMPAN ELEMENTS™ product.

KOMPAN ELEMENTS™ offers you a perfect solution for 

 playgrounds with the best combination of child-friendliness  

and superior resistance against misuse and vandalism.

Through innovative use of materials KOMPAN ELEMENTS™ 

 secures you a durable solution, which is highly resistant to  

 long-term exposure to sunlight, seasonal changes, wear and  

tear and vandalism.

KOMPAN ELEMENTS™ is setting new standards for innovative use 

of materials.



KOMPAN ELEMENTS™  
is a world full  
of energy and  

magical spaces

Racer - ELE400002 Speeder - ELE400019 Hopper - ELE400022Stinger - ELE400020 Blazer - ELE400021

Slide Tower - ELE400016 Discoverer - ELE400017

Circuit - ELE400047 Contester - ELE400048

Traveller - ELE400030

Exerciser - ELE400035

Gym - ELE400131 Setting - ELE400133

Swing - ELE400303

Fire Station - ELE400141

Junior Spica - ELE400058

Edge - ELE500005

Spinner - ELE500008

Summit - ELE500006

Wacky Spinner - ELE500007

Voyager - ELE400027

Cottage - ELE400105

Lighthouse - ELE400134 Spinner Bowl - ELE400024

Hammock - ELE400006 Explorer - ELE400008

Ministudio - ELE400104

Navigator - ELE400007

Apex - ELE500002 Skyline - ELE500004Peak - ELE500001 Ridge - ELE500003



Specialist concept

Design
We are constantly aiming to set new 

standards with the combination 

of shapes, materials and colours 

used in our playground equipment. 

These combinations create a 

design that is inspiring to those 

who see it and a delight for those 

who use it.

Quality
Our play equipment is built to last. 

Quality means selecting the most 

 environmentally friendly materials but 

also using these materials in the best way to 

ensure their durability. Children at play present 

a tough test for even the most resilient of materials.

Service
KOMPAN is widely recognised as having the most comprehensive 

playground service available. We are able to offer advice on the 

most suitable playground concept for your requirements along 

with installation and after-sales support.

Knowledge
This forms a vital part of our business. Many customers have very 

specific requirements from playground design to safety, legal and 

environmental issues. Whatever concerns arise our customers are 

assured of total support in all areas.



GALAXY™
Into a world of computer games, MTV and comic strips comes 

KOMPAN GALAXY™ with a healthy and imaginative proposition. 

It is all about agility, providing children from 6 years and up with 

physical, social and creative stimulation.

Slanting design and movable parts of steel and sturdy rubber 

form the perfect framework, making every item an activity in itself. 

KOMPAN GALAXY™ helps older children refine their motor skills 

and expand their perception of space.

KOMPAN GALAXY™ sets new standards for durability and choice 

of materials.

KOMPAN GALAXY™ is a system that appears random – which 

is the design intention. But underneath, this system is clear and 

simple. Activities can be connected to one another based on a 

few given rules – resulting in a Constellation. The flexible system 

allows Constellations to grow to any size and direction, thus meet-

ing the specific needs of almost any setting. And because of the 

transparent nature it blends well with the environment, allowing 

the landscape to be seen through it. With its futuristic design, it 

stands out like a sculpture within any setting and provides a truly 

unique playground.

For today’s generation 

KOMPAN GALAXY™  
sets new standards  
for durability and  

choice of materials



KOMPAN GALAXY™ sets new standards  
for durability and choice of materials

Pavo - GXY901Sirius - GXY8011 Enif - GXY902

Algol - GXY927 Mizar - GXY933Kuma - GXY903 Zibal - GXY904 Asterope - GXY913 Bellatrix - GXY914

Arcturus - GXY915

Chara - GXY929 Naos - GXY912

Castor - GXY930

Acamar - GXY931 Electra - GXY932

Spica 1 - GXY8014 Spica 2 - GXY8015 Spica 3 - GXY8016 Vega - GXY8017 Argo - GXY8019

Supernova - GXY916 Flexus - GXY919 Miram - GXY926Canopus - GXY925

Adara - GXY906 Izar - GXY907

Minkar - GXY908 Zosma - GXY928



FREEGAME™
Play goes on
The pitch is a manageable playing field, which makes it easy to 

perform well. This secures a high use. The 45-degree corners 

mean no aggression points. The play will go on, as the ball will 

not be caught.

Just hanging out
The rail is a good seating facility for resting, watching the players 

or just hanging out. This means that KOMPAN FREEGAME™ offers 

chances for all players of all abilities.

Long-lasting strength, low maintenance
High-quality materials such as 19 mm UV stabilised  

coloured-through HDPE panels mean less maintenance despite  

of a high durability. The hot-dip galvanized steel is a strong,  

durable frame.



FREEGAME™
In the world of adolescents play turns into sports and games. It’s 

fun to perform and compete. It’s nice to watch and be watched. 

Adolescents seek independency and meeting places of their own 

and have a natural need for places to hang out. Gathering with 

friends means everything.

KOMPAN FREEGAME™ is designed to explore the benefits of 

sports and socializing. It is always open for games as well as 

for making friends, building personality and learning the rules 

of social life. It is a place for physical activities, which encourage 

adolescents to active lifestyles.

With facilities and all-round visibility that allow the users to feel 

safe, KOMPAN FREEGAME™ offers a place for everybody to 

 explore the attractions of sports – the pleasure of winning, the 

learning of loosing, the joy of being together.

For all
The broad entrance of the pitches provides accessibility for all and 

therefore inclusion. Adolescents with disabilities can access the 

activities, be part of the game or just relax and watch the players. 

KOMPAN FREEGAME™ pitches are fully accessible when the  

anti-vandalism entrance bars are removed.

A transparent design means that the adolescents can see what 

is happening around them, a fact that makes them feel safe 

and motivates them to be gathered in the same area. The stable 

 appearance can withstand all free movement and thus attract 

more user groups.

Meet and move

Gathering with  
friends means 

everything



Gathering with  
friends means 

everything

Classic Pitch 12x24 - FRE1113BL

Cosmos Pitch 12x24 - FRE2111

Cosmos Pitch 20x40 - FRE2117

Grasshopper - SPV24330

Cosmos Pitch 12x20 - FRE2110

Meeting point - FRE3000
Basket Goal (Freestanding) 
- FRE3020 

Cosmos Multigoal 3m - FRE2210

Cosmos Multigoal 9m - FRE2212Cosmos Multigoal 5m - FRE2211

Classic Pitch 10x19 full frame  
- FRE1120 

Classic Pitch 16x28 - FRE1116

Classic Multigoal 3m - FRE1210 Classic Multigoal 7m - FRE1211 Classic Multigoal 9m - FRE1212



How we have grown
Our history
KOMPAN was founded in 1970 and the founding concept was 

not play, but art. Art in bright colours and smooth shapes as a 

 contrast to the grey concrete blocks, which characterised the 

urban landscape in the 1960’s.

Our business
Since the very beginning KOMPAN has grown to become the 

 leader in the playground industry. Nordic Capital holds the share 

majority in KOMPAN A/S, which includes the parent company in 

Denmark and 10 subsidiaries. Today the KOMPAN Group sales are 

approximately 100 mill Euro and the company employs around 

450 people. KOMPAN has headquarters in Ringe, Denmark and 

the unique KOMPAN playgrounds are sold in about 40 countries 

around the world. In some countries we sell through subsidiaries, 

in other countries through importers.

•  First export to Europe: Early 1970’s

•   First export to Asia: Mid 1970’s 

•   First export to North America: Early 1980’s

Thoughout the years KOMPAN has acquired playground  

companies:

•   1987 Speelhout, Holland

•  1991 BigToys, USA

•  2003 Sporadix, France

•  2005 COROCORD, Germany

To supply the markets KOMPAN has 4 logistics/

production facilities:

•  Ringe (Denmark)

•  Brno (Czech Republic)

•  Bommelland (Holland)

•  Berlin (Germany)



KOMPAN Awards

GaLaBau-Innovations-Medaille 2002
Awarded by the committee of the  

GaLaBau trade show in Germany.

Silver Industrial Design  
Excellence Award 2002
Awarded by Industrial  

Designers Society of America.

Independent Living  
Design Award 2001
Awarded by Phab (Physically  

disabled and able-bodied) in England.

Silver Industrial Design  
Excellence Award 1999
Awarded by Industrial  

Designers Society of America.

Danish Industrial Design Prize 1999
Awarded by Danish Design Council.

Good Design Award 1999
Awarded by the Japanese Ministry 

of International Trade and Industry.
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The international success of KOMPAN is due to the innovative and unique design appreciated worldwide. Over the past 30 years 

 KOMPAN has won many design and innovation awards. Some of the most recent are listed below.



Germany

KOMPAN representation

…around the world– all the information, 
pictures, and drawings 
you need in the format 
you like  

Easy and fast

Browse the catalogue
Go to the KOMPAN website www.KOMPAN.com and select your 

country. Click on “Products” in the main menu on the front page.

Choose between the KOMPAN product lines and products  

to browse through the online catalogue for inspiration and 

information.

Search for products
Step 1: Define search criteria
Search in the KOMPAN product range using the following 

search criteria:

•   Age group

•   Product type

•   Product line

•   Product number

Step 2: Displaying the results
When the search criteria are defined and the “Find Products” 

button is pressed the result will be shown as a list of small icons 

with the products. If more than 16 products are found the list will 

be displayed on several pages. Use the arrows at the top and 

bottom of the pages to navigate through the products.

Step 3: Products details
Click on the icon of the desired product to get access to more 

information, download options and information on other colour 

combinations.

KOMPAN ELEMENTS™ Material Specifications
Main components and materials 
Posts are made of 101.60x2.5 mm hot-dip galvanized steel tubes, 

covered by a thick layer of specially formulated UV- and ozone-sta-

bilized, impact and wear resistant, maintenance-free EPDM rubber.

Multifunction barrier and roof panels with several moulded-in 

features are made of min. 3 mm blow-moulded, double-walled, 

UV-stabilized, coloured-through polyourethane (PE) that provides 

a high impact resistance even at low temperatures.

Floor modules in various geometric shapes are constructed of 

hot-dip galvanized steel frames, made of specially KOMPAN  

T-track profiles with decking of 18 mm thick plates of high-

 pressure laminate (HPL) with a moulded-in non-skid surface.  

The floors are attached to each post by means of stainless steel 

connector straps.

KOMPAN FREEGAME™ Material Specifications
Metal Plast – Components and materials 
Metal Frames are made of hot-dip galvanized steel to ensure 

maximum durability and low maintenance. They are bolted into a 

beam or foundation blocks.

Panels are made of 19 mm thick UV-stabilized coloured-through 

polyethylene sheets, textured on both sides, with rounded edges.

Wood – Components and materials 
Poles are made of metal-coated powder-painted steel with 

 dimensions of 100x50x3 mm ensuring the strength and alignment 

of the enclosure. They are bolted into a beam or foundation blocks.

Powder-coated, hot-dip galvanized metal frames of 50x40x2 

mm ensure rigidity, and are themselves reinforced with vertical 

braces. The main function of the metal frames is to take in and 

absorb the shocks transmitted by the wood filling when e.g. 

 footballs are hitting the walls.

Handrails are made of tropical hardwood from controlled and 

certified forestry.

KOMPAN GALAXY™ Material Specifications
Metal The metal parts are made of hot-dip galvanized steel  

fabricated before galvanizing and aluminum.

Plastic components 
A variety of plastics are used, selected for suitability, strength, and 

environmental properties. The plastic components are identified 

by means of international standard abbreviations, allowing 

 optimum recycling. All plastic materials are coloured-through and 

UV- and ozone-protected to the maximum within the frames of 

the strongest environmental demands. Only plastic materials and 

additives In compliance with the EN 71-3 standard are used.

Synthetic rubber (PUR, TPE or EPDM) 
Used for parts with high resilience e.g. climbing grips.

KOMPAN MOMENTS™ Material Specifications
Painted panels 

KOMPAN employs specially manufactured marine plywood.  

The inner plies are of pine or pine/alder. All exposed edges of 

painted panels are rounded to eliminate sharp edges. A specially  

developed two-component polyurethane paint, Super Solid, is 

 applied to the panels. The paint meets the European Standard  

EN 71-3, Migration of certain elements dealing with toys that 

 children may suck or lick. The paint is available in several colours 

and is UV-stabilized to the maximum.

High-pressure laminate panels 
High-pressure laminate (HPL) is used for floors, steps, and other 

places exposed to extensive wear. HPL is a homogenous material 

with a very high wearing strength. HPL consists of wood fibres 

and a thermosetting binder, which is then compressed under high 

temperature and high pressure. The finished material is rot and 

fungal attack proof. HPL is approved in accordance with the  

EN 71-3 standard cf. above.

Posts 

Posts are made of good quality pine (Pinus Sylvestris), full-

squared, planed, with rounded edges and without dead knots. 

Pressure impregnated with Tanalith E according to EN 351-1 and 

EN 335-2 under carefully controlled conditions to ensure minimal 

environmental impacts.

Steel footings are made of a heavy-duty KOMPAN-designed 

rolled steel profile and connected to the posts by four long  

glue-embedded threaded steel bolts. The glue process is 

 subjected to 100% quality control by testing every single post. 

The steel footing elevates the timber 200 mm over surface level 

(marked with a knot) in order to reduce impregnation strength.

Plastic components 
A variety of plastics are used, selected for suitability, strength, and  

environmental properties. The plastic components are identified 

by means of international standard abbreviations, allowing 

 optimum recycling. All plastic materials are coloured-through and 

UV- and ozone-protected to the maximum within the frames of 

the strongest environmental demands. Only plastic materials and 

additives in compliance with the EN 71-3 standard are used.

Synthetic rubber (PUR, TPE or EPDM) 
Used for parts with high resilience e.g. swing seat, binocular, 

branding component.

Czech Republic Netherlands Norway Sweden USA United Kingdom France

Denmark Singapore USA Spain Turkey Kuwait Australia Russia



Designing play equipment for children that is both safe and challenging has 

always been a primary goal at KOMPAN. We do not only create designs using 

high-quality materials, but also test each new product for compliance with 

numerous safety standards and guidelines. 

These include the European Standard, EN 1176, and for some products the 

American Society for Testing and Materials, ASTM. Our commitment to play-

ground safety is further evident by our active participation in the development 

of many of these standards. 

FEPI – Federation of the European Play Industry
KOMPAN is a member of FEPI – a trade organization representing a group of 

European companies involved with distributing and manufacturing outdoor 

playground equipment as well as supplying playground solutions.

FEPI focuses on four 4 areas: 
children, customers, society and business ethics.  

The main objectives are:
•   Raise awareness of the benefits of children’s play at a 

 European level

•   Represent the interest of the industry in European 

 governments and in the creation of national and 

 international standards

•  Improve the quality of children’s experience of play

•   Seek recognition for the contribution that play industry makes to 

European commerce and employment

Warranty

General KOMPAN Warrenty

1.  Classification of material in relation to years  
of warranty

10 years
against failure due to material or production defects on all 

 galvanized and other non-painted steel and metal parts, solid 

plastic and S-HPL panels, painted or resin-coated plywood  

panels and engineered timber.

5 years
against failure due to material or production defects on springs, 

painted metal parts, moulded plastic parts, synthetic grass and 

climbing net constructions.

2 years 
against dysfunction errors due to material or production defects 

on movable plastic and metal parts, and sport nets.

2. Warranty coverage of damaged parts
The warranty is limited to parts covered by the warranty. Such 

damaged parts will be replaced by KOMPAN and will be delivered 

to the customer’s address free of charge.

3.  Warranty coverage applies only if products 
have been properly installed and maintained 

The warranty is not effective if products have not been installed 

properly according to the instructions provided by KOMPAN, or 

maintained correctly according to the KOMPAN Maintenance 

Manual.

4.  No coverage for wear, tear, misuse or  
vandalism 

The warranty does not cover normal wear and tear, surface 

 corrosion on metal parts, discoloured surfaces and other cosmetic 

issues or failures due to misuse or vandalism.

Product safety & FEPI
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  KOMPAN A/S 

Korsvangen 
5750 Ringe 
Denmark 
Tel.: 63 62 12 50 
Fax: 63 62 10 00 
E-mail: info@KOMpAN.com

www.KOMPAN.com

   KOMPAN subsidiaries:

    KOMPAN France 
KOMpAN SA 
363, rue Marc-Seguin 
77198 Dammarie-les-Lys Cedex 
Tel.: 01 64 37 73 33 
Fax: 01 64 39 20 60 
E-mail: jeux.KOMpAN@KOMpAN.com

    KOMPAN Spain 
Juegos KOMpAN S.A. 
C/ Camí del Mig, 79-81 
08302 Mataró – Barcelona 
Tel.: 902 194 573 
Fax: 937 521 031  
E-mail: KOMpAN.spain@KOMpAN.com

    KOMPAN Netherlands 
KOMpAN BV 
Schimminck 13 
5301 KR Zaltbommel 
Tel.: 0418-681468 
Fax: 0418-681499 
E-mail: KOMpAN.nl@KOMpAN.com

    KOMPAN Belgium 
KOMpAN NV/SA 
Groendreef 83 
9880 Aalter 
Tel.: 09/216 66 60 
Fax: 09/227 00 21 
E-mail: KOMpAN.be@KOMpAN.com

    KOMPAN Denmark 
KOMpAN A/S – Nordic Division 
Korsvangen 
5750 Ringe 
Tel.: 63 62 10 11 
Fax: 63 62 10 52 
E-mail: KOMpAN.nordic@KOMpAN.com

    KOMPAN Sweden 
KOMpAN Barnland AB 
Kungsporten 4A 
427 50 Billdal 
Tel.: 031-96 88 40 
Fax: 031-96 91 60 
E-mail:  
KOMpAN.barnland@KOMpAN.com

    KOMPAN Norway 
KOMpAN A/S – Nordic Division 
South and west: 
Mob. 930 84 500 
East: 
Mob. 930 82 300 
E-mail: KOMpAN.nordic@KOMpAN.com

    KOMPAN Germany 
KOMpAN GmbH 
Raiffeisenstraße 11 
24941 Flensburg 
Tel.: (04 61) 7 73 06 - 0 
Fax: (04 61) 7 73 06 - 35 
E-mail: KOMpAN.gmbh@KOMpAN.com

    KOMPAN Switzerland 
KOMpAN Schweiz 
Tel.: 043 399 94 05 
Fax: 043 399 94 28 
E-mail:  
KOMpAN.schweiz@KOMpAN.com

    KOMPAN United Kingdom 
KOMpAN Ltd 
20 Denbigh Hall 
Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK3 7QT 
Tel.: 01908-642466 
Fax: 01908-270137 
E-mail: KOMpAN.uk@KOMpAN.com

    KOMPAN USA 
KOMpAN Inc. 
7717 New Market Street 
Olympia, WA 98501 
Tel.: 1-800-426-9788 
Fax: 1-800-949 9030 
E-mail: information@KOMpAN.com

    KOMPAN Australia 
KOMpAN playscape pty Ltd 
12 Kingtel place 
Geebung, QLD 4034 
Tel.: (07) 3865 2800 
Fax: (07) 3865 3435 
E-mail: sales@KOMpAN.com.au

   

   

    KOMPAN partners:

    KOMPAN Czech Republic 
TOJA 
Studentská 2 
160 00 praha 6 
Tel.: 284 829 812 
Fax: 224 319 648 
E-mail: KOMpAN@volny.cz

    KOMPAN Italy 
Euroform K. Winkler s.r.l. 
Via Daimer 67 
39032 Campo Tures (BZ) 
Tel.: 0474 678 131 
Fax: 0474 678 648 
E-mail: info@euroform-w.it

    KOMPAN Ireland 
GO pLAY LIMITED 
Corofin, Co. Galway 
Rathnure, Co. Wexford 
Tel.: 093 41100 
Fax: 093 41851 
E-mail: playgrounds@goplay.ie

    KOMPAN Hungary  
KOMpAN Képviselet 
Bartók Béla u. 152 
1113 Budapest XI 
Tel.: 3614810620 
Fax: 3614810622 
E-mail: kompken2@hu.inter.net

    KOMPAN Finland 
OY pIRESMA AB 
Kattilalaaksontie 1 
02330 Espoo 
Tel.: (09) 8522 400 
Fax: (09) 8522 431 
E-mail: piresma@piresma.fi


